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NEW automatic conveyor from
Spee-Dee is easy to clean and
guarantees fast changeovers
Do you fill powders into rigid
containers like jars and bottles? Are
you looking for a cohesive system that
is easy to clean and change over?
You may be interested in our new
automatic conveyor. It’s been
integrated with our 3600 auger filler to
fill the containers automatically. This
cost-effective solution is perfect for
most dry fill packaging operations.
The free-standing, unified design has
a single base with no legs to make
cleaning easier. The unit has a single
HMI with an electrical enclosure. To
maximize efficiency, an inline or
offline checkweigh system can be
cohesively integrated to ensure
accurate weight measurement.
A single stand holds both the conveyor and the
drive head. A rectangular column provides added
strength and durability. Changeovers and
maintenance are quick and easy thanks to an
adjustable height column. Adding a split hopper can
further simplify these procedures.
For nearly 40 years, CPGs, contract packagers and
OEMs have received the best possible filling
systems thanks to our fast, clean and safe
equipment. For more information on the new
conveyor or 3600 auger filler, please contact
your Spee-Dee sales representative or call 262-886-4402.

NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME
TO BEGIN YOUR 2018
SPARE PARTS PLANNING
An effective
maintenance
program includes
developing a well
thought out
replacement parts
inventory. Having
the right parts on
hand can save
hours and,
sometimes, days
or weeks in costly downtime.
Consider the following when planning:
Restoration – Some spare parts need to
be replaced as part of your planned
maintenance program. Wear parts like
bearings and seals should be on your
checklist, but remember longer wearing
items like the clutches on rotary fillers.
Lead Time – Because they’re produced
by order, tooling can take weeks to order.
To keep your operation running
smoothly, you might consider stocking
those items that could cause catastrophic
downtime if they ever failed.
Phase Outs – Finding spare parts for an
older machine can be difficult. If you have
an older generation machine, see if any
parts are planned to be phased out soon.
You can choose to either upgrade those
components, or add them to your spare
parts inventory.
Talk with your Spee-Dee account rep
about creating a proactive, long range
maintenance plan to help ensure the
availability of your machines and boost
the value of their output.

